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relative to more accurate polymerases, that have not
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DNA polymerase fidelity compares the ability of a poly-
merase to insert a correct versus incorrect nucleotide
DNA polymerases discriminate from a pool of structur- (Figure 1). The efficiency with which DNA polymerases
ally similar molecules to insert the correct nucleotide insert a correct nucleotide varies 107-fold, with a corre-
to preserve Watson-Crick base pairing rules. The abil- sponding effect on specificity [2]. When comparing the
ity to choose between “right and wrong” is highly de- catalytic efficiencies for correct nucleotide insertion of
pendent on the identity of the polymerase. Because DNA polymerases exhibiting widely divergent fidelities,
naturally occurring polymerases with divergent fideli- there is an approximately 10-fold increase in fidelity for
ties insert incorrect nucleotides with comparable effi- every 12.5-fold increase in catalytic efficiency for correct
ciencies, fidelity is primarily governed by the ability to insertion and a correspondingly much smaller increase
insert the correct nucleotide. DNA polymerases gener- in efficiency for incorrect insertion. Inefficient enzymes
ally bind the correct nucleotide with similar affinities, (i.e., poor correct nucleotide insertion efficiency) exhibit
but low-fidelity polymerases insert correct nucleotides low fidelity, whereas efficient polymerases display high
more slowly than higher fidelity enzymes. A compari- fidelity. Unexpectedly, low-fidelity naturally occurring
son of crystallographic ternary substrate complexes polymerases generally insert wrong nucleotides with an
of DNA polymerases from five families exhibiting a efficiency that is similar to, or lower than, that of a DNA
range of nucleotide insertion rates reveals possible polymerase with higher fidelity. The reduced ability of
structural features that lead to rapid, efficient, and inaccurate polymerases to insert correct nucleotides
faithful DNA synthesis. indicates that polymerases are kinetically controlled,
thereby precluding a grave mutagenic threat to the
genome.
The observation that low- and high-fidelity polymer-DNA polymerases have a vital responsibility in preserv-
ases insert incorrect nucleotides with similar efficienciesing the Watson-Crick structure of DNA during DNA repli-
suggests that the “structure” of the transition state forcation and repair. Surprisingly, the accuracies exhibited
incorrect insertions may be similar for all DNA polymer-by DNA polymerases comprise an extraordinarily wide
ases. In contrast, because fidelity is modulated by therange. Although the structure of DNA was proposed 50
efficiency of correct nucleotide insertion, the molecularyears ago [1], the strategies that polymerases utilize to
interactions that contribute to efficient DNA synthesisselect the correct nucleoside triphosphate from a pool
(i.e., formation of the transition state) are dependentof structurally similar molecules has remained elusive.
on the specific DNA polymerase. More importantly, anAccurate DNA polymerases produce a base substitution
understanding of fidelity at the molecular level requireserror for every million nucleotides synthesized. Intrinsic
structural insight into the polymerase-dependent attri-or extrinsic proofreading exonucleases and cellular mis-
butes that contribute to correct insertion efficiency.match repair pathways can further enhance the overall
fidelity of DNA replication and repair. Recently, several
inaccurate DNA polymerases have been characterized DNA Polymerase Structure
(see [2] and references within). In some instances, these Crystallographic structures of DNA polymerases derived
inaccurate polymerases prefer to make a mistake (i.e., from several polymerase families and biological sources
form a mispair) rather than form a Watson-Crick base indicate that they are composed of functionally distinct
pair. Many of these enzymes are members of the Y family domains and subdomains (Figure 2) [6]. In general, the
of DNA polymerases. In general, members of this family architecture of the polymerase domain has been likened
lack an intrinsic proofreading exonuclease, exhibit low to a right hand with fingers, palm, and thumb subdo-
processivity, replicate DNA with low fidelity, and are mains [7]. At least two carboxylates in the palm subdo-
believed to assist replication complexes stalled at DNA main coordinate two catalytically essential metals that
lesions [3]. Further interest in this group derives from assist the nucleotidyl transferase reaction. The palm
the observation that inactivation of one of its members, subdomain is structurally homologous among members
human DNA polymerase , is known to cause the variant of most polymerase families (A, B, Y, and reverse tran-
form of the cancer-prone syndrome xeroderma pig- scriptase). In contrast, the palm subdomain of the poly-
mentosum [4, 5]. The immense interest in the biological merase X family is not homologous with those of the
role and cellular consequences of the Y family polymer- other polymerase families [8], and its members have
ases has driven revealing cellular, kinetic, and structural been described as “left handed” [9]. Crystallographic
investigations. This review will focus on insights pro- structures of ternary substrate complexes of represen-
tative members of the different polymerase families indi-
cate that the reactive groups (metals, dNTP, and primer*Correspondence: wilson5@niehs.nih.gov
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Figure 1. Schematic Relationship between Fidelity and Catalytic Ef-
ficiency
Fidelity is a measure of DNA polymerase accuracy and represents
the frequency of correct nucleotide insertion per incorrect insertion.
It is approximately equal to the ratio of catalytic efficiencies (Eff.)
for these alternate substrates. A survey of the catalytic efficiencies
for correct nucleotide insertion of DNA polymerases exhibiting
widely divergent fidelities indicates that there is an approximately
10-fold increase in fidelity for every 12.5-fold increase in catalytic
efficiency for correct insertion and a correspondingly much smaller
increase in efficiency for incorrect insertion [2]. It should be noted
that DNA polymerase specificity is also often expressed as the
misinsertion frequency, which is reciprocally related to fidelity (i.e.,
misinsertion frequency  1/fidelity) [2]. Figure 2. Domain and Subdomain Organization of T7 DNA Poly-
merase
The structure of T7 DNA polymerase indicates that it is composed
of two domains: a proofreading exonuclease (Exo, gray) and a poly-3 terminus) have a similar three-dimensional arrange-
merase domain (colored) [12]. The polymerase domain is likened toment [10–16] and are consistent with a two-metal ion
a right hand with fingers (yellow), palm (green), and thumb (orange)
mechanism for nucleotidyl transfer [8]. In addition to the subdomains [7]. Catalytically essential Mg2 ions (magenta spheres)
polymerase domain, many polymerases have associ- bind at the active site in the palm subdomain. The thumb and fingers
ated accessory domain(s) with complementary func- subdomains provide DNA (primer and template backbones are col-
ored red and pink, respectively) and nascent base pair (templatingtion(s) (e.g., 3 → 5 proofreading exonuclease domain
and incoming nucleotides) interactions, respectively. The thiore-of T7 DNA polymerase; Figure 2).
doxin processivity factor of the T7 DNA polymerase complex isComparison of the structures of binary polymerase-
not illustrated for clarity. The functions of these subdomains are
DNA complexes with the ternary complex that includes reversed in the polymerase-X family due to the left-handed nature
an incoming nucleotide has indicated that several im- of these polymerases [9].
portant conformational changes must occur to produce
an active complex. These include, but are not limited
to, the proper positioning of the templating base and previously been suggested that this disordered loop
could provide lesion bypass specificity [20]. This looprepositioning of the fingers subdomain (right-handed
polymerases; thumb of the left-handed polymerases) to is considerably shorter in the apoenzyme structure of
yeast DNA polymerase  (Figure 3C). The conforma-close upon the nascent base pair [6, 17, 18]. These
structural observations have led to a generalized confor- tional freedom in the vicinity of the templating base may
be analogous to the subdomain transitions, open andmational description of the polymerase as being either
open (binary DNA complex) or closed (ternary substrate closed conformations, observed with DNA polymerase
, which are most pronounced around the templatingcomplex) (Figures 3A and 3B). However, the recent
structural characterization of members of the low-fidel- nucleotide (Figure 3A) [21].
ity Y family of DNA polymerases suggests that the large
structural transitions observed with the fingers subdo- Structural Origin of Polymerase
Insertion Efficiencymain of other right-handed polymerases do not occur
with the Y family polymerases (Figures 3B and 3C). Because fidelity is primarily determined by how effi-
ciently a DNA polymerase inserts a correct nucleotide,Whereas the incoming dNTP binding site is reminiscent
of that observed in the closed complex of other polymer- the geometry of the correct base pair may provide in-
sight into the mechanism of correct nucleotide selec-ases, the template binding site appears to be structurally
“open” and able to accommodate bulky DNA lesions tion. It is generally accepted that selection is, at least
in part, the result of the geometric restraints imposedor two templating bases [19–21]. Part of the template
binding site is composed of a stretch of nonconserved by the polymerase active site [23]. The DNA duplex en-
ters the polymerase active site so that it forms one faceprimary sequence between conserved motifs I and II of
the Y family polymerases (i.e., loop connecting 2 and of the binding pocket for the nascent base pair and the
enzyme contributes side chain interactions forming the3; Figure 3C). This loop is disordered in apoenzyme
forms of the Y family polymerase Dbh (Dinb homolog) opposite face (Figure 3). Thus, the nascent base pair is
sandwiched between duplex DNA and enzyme. Watson-[20, 22], but structured in the ternary complex of another
Dbh, DPO4 DNA polymerase [16], suggesting that the Crick base pairs exhibit a pseudo-2-fold axis between
the bases, a symmetrical disposition of the glycosyltemplate binding site is conformationally dynamic. It had
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bond angles with respect to the vector between C1
atoms ( angle) and equivalent C1 distances. Crystallo-
graphic studies of A-C and G-T mismatches in DNA
reveal an asymmetric disposition of the  angles and
shorter C1 distances despite the fact that these mis-
pairs best mimic Watson-Crick base pair geometry [24].
Interestingly, the low-fidelity DPO4 and high-fidelity T7
DNA polymerases exhibit C1 distances and  angles
for the nascent base pair that are nearly identical. Using
the DNA conformational analysis program 3DNA [25],
an analysis of the DNA geometry in the polymerase
active site (local base pair geometry, base pair step,
and helical parameters of the nascent base pair and
primer terminus with complementary template base) of
crystallographic ternary substrate complexes of six DNA
polymerases from five families (Table 1) did not uncover
significant differences that may correspond to the ability
to insert a correct nucleotide. Additionally, a survey of
the crystallographic B factors of the nascent base pairs
relative to the polymerase and/or primer terminal base
pair of these crystallographic structures did not indicate
that high-fidelity polymerases have a lower relative B
factor (i.e., more ordered or restrained) than inaccurate
enzymes. Finally, the van der Waals contact between
the nascent base pair and polymerase or terminal base
pair of the DNA duplex indicates that the contacts are
very similar among the crystallographic complexes ana-
Figure 3. Nascent Base Pair Binding Pocket
(A) A perspective of the major groove edge of the DNA polymerase
 (X family) nascent base pair binding pocket. The binding pocket
for the new Watson-Crick base pair (magenta; templating guanine
[G] and incoming nucleotide [C]) is formed by DNA (template primer
terminus) on one side and the enzyme ( helix N) on the opposite
side. The major groove of the nascent base pair is solvent exposed,
whereas the minor groove edge of the nascent base pair interacts
with residues of  helix N (not shown). The binding pocket is “open”
in the absence of an incoming nucleotide (light-green ribbons) and
observed to be “closed” after binding a correct dNTP (lavender
ribbons) [11]. Residues of  helices M and N interact with the sugar
and base moieties of the incoming nucleotide. Two residues, Lys280
and Asp276 of  helix N, are observed to stack with the bases
of the templating and incoming nucleotides, respectively. These
interactions are facilitated by a 90 bend in the template strand
occurring at the templating base. The bend and polarity of the tem-
plate strand are indicated.
(B) A perspective of the major groove edge of the right-handed
Klentaq DNA polymerase (A family) nascent base pair binding pocket
[13]. The perspective is similar to that illustrated for the left-handed
DNA polymerase . In this situation, however, the hinging motion for
the open and closed transition of the fingers subdomain, including 
helix O, occurs near the templating base. In the closed conformation,
Lys663 can form a hydrogen bond with the pro-SP oxygen of the
P of the incoming ddCTP. Additionally, Arg659 also contributes
two hydrogen bonds with nonbridging oxygens on 	P (not shown).
In the open conformation however, Arg659 and Lys663 would be
too far from the incoming nucleotide to interact with its triphosphate
moiety.
(C) The binding pocket observed in the ternary substrate complex
structure of DPO4 pol (green) [16] is compared to those suggested
from apoenzyme structures of other Y family DNA polymerases,
Dbh (purple) [22] and DNA polymerase  (red) [19]. For these DNA
polymerases, 2 and 3 contribute interactions with the nucleotides
of the nascent base pair. The loop connecting these  strands is
disordered in the apoenzyme structure of Dbh and is much shorter
in yeast DNA polymerase . Template nucleotides downstream of
the coding nucleotide are indicated (n  1 and n  2).
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Table 1. Nonbridging Oxygen Coordination for the P (PA) of the Incoming dNTP
Nonbridging Oxygen Coordination
Pro-RP Pro-SP
DNA Polymerase Family kpola (s
1) PDB Code Resolution (A˚) Reference Mg2n Mg2c (Arg/Lys)
T7 A 450 1T7P 2.2 [12, 48]   
Klentaq A 20 3KTQ 2.3 [13, 49]   
RB69 B 230 1IG9 2.6 [15, 28]   
HIV-1 RT RT 70 1RTD 3.2 [14, 50]   
 X 10 1BPY 2.2 [11, 31]   —
DPO4 Y 0.3 1JX4/1JXl 1.7/2.1 [16, 51, 52] —b/— —/?b —
a A qualitative comparison of reported intrinsic rate constants (kpol) for dCTP insertion opposite guanine. The intrinsic rate constant for dCTP
insertion by DPO4 was estimated from reported steady-state kinetic parameters and the observation that DPO4 exhibits very low processivity
[51, 52]. The qualitative nature of this comparison arises from the different assay or crystallographic conditions for the kinetic and structural
characterizations, respectively.
b The first entry refers to the ternary complex with ddADP and the second entry refers to the frameshift intermediate complex with ddGTP.
See text for discussion.
lyzed. All of these considerations failed to uncover any [28], and HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) [29] by site-
directed mutagenesis results in a dramatic loss in activ-structural differences within the binding pocket of the
nascent base pair between polymerases exhibiting di- ity. The structure of the ternary substrate complex of
DNA polymerase , which exhibits moderate catalyticvergent efficiencies.
DNA polymerases incorporate an incoming nucleotide efficiency and fidelity, also does not have a basic protein
side chain near the pro-SP oxygen of P (Figure 4A)onto the growing primer strand by an in-line nucleophilic
attack of the 3-OH of the primer on the P of the incom- [11]. The triphosphate moiety of the incoming nucleotide
typically coordinates a metal (nucleotide-coordinatinging dNTP. Because geometry of the reacting atoms is
expected to influence the rate of nucleotide insertion, metal) in an ,,	-tridentate fashion, and the pro-RP oxy-
gen on the P generally coordinates both active sitewe examined the relative positions of the C3 atom of the
3primer terminus and theP of the incoming nucleotide metals (i.e., catalytic and nucleotide). In the structure
of DPO4 DNA polymerase, however, the coordination(Figure 4). To inhibit further DNA synthesis, the protocols
used to obtain crystallographic structures of ternary status of these metals is very different than that ob-
served with other DNA polymerases. Two ternary sub-substrate polymerase complexes generally result in a
primer strand that lacks a 3-OH. We note that the dis- strate complexes of DPO4 DNA polymerase have an
incoming ddADP or ddGTP situated in the active sitetance between the C3 of the primer terminus and the
P is longer in the structure of DPO4 relative to T7 [16]. In the structure with an incoming dADP (a polymer-
ase-dependent phosphatase activity has removed 	P),DNA polymerase (4.7 and 3.9 A˚, respectively). However,
structures of other polymerases displaying intermediate P and P have “slipped” into the P and 	P binding
sites, respectively, as deduced from a comparison withinsertion rates indicate that the distances between these
atoms do not correlate in a simple manner. It is expected the T7 DNA polymerase structure. Thus, in this situation,
the P binding site is empty. The ternary complex struc-that small differences in the relative position of the re-
acting atoms would translate into large differences in ture of DPO4 polymerase mimicking a frameshift inter-
mediate (ddGTP) indicates that the P and 	P of therate. However, due to the uncertainty about the positions
of these atoms in these structures, and the lack of the incoming dNTP are coordinated to a metal and bound
to their predicted binding sites. In this case however,3-OH, definitive conclusions about distances between
reacting atoms and insertion rates is precluded (see P has again “slipped” out of its binding site and is
coordinated to a metal, but the metal is displaced frombelow).
The position and reactivity of the P will be very sensi- the catalytic metal binding site. The metal and side chain
coordination of the nonbridging oxygens of P observedtive to coordinating ligands of the nonbridging oxygens
(Figure 4). The P is a prochiral center, with the non- in crystallographic DNA polymerase substrate com-
plexes are summarized in Table 1. Although the basesbridging oxygens designated pro-RP or pro-SP. One of
the nonbridging oxygens on P (pro-SP) is not coordi- and sugars appear to interact with the polymerases in
a similar manner, there are significant differences innated with a basic side chain in the ternary complex
of DPO4 DNA polymerase [16]; such coordination is the electrostatic environment and coordination of the
triphosphate moiety. It is expected that positioning ofobserved with HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (Arg72) [14],
T7 DNA polymerase (Figure 4A; Lys522) [12], RB69 DNA the P through metal and side chain interactions would
have a tremendous influence on the rate of nucleotidepolymerase (Lys560) [15], and Klentaq (Figure 3B;
Lys663) [13]. These basic side chains are found in the insertion.
Consistent with similar geometries of the nascentfingers subdomains of these right-handed polymerases
and can only interact with the incoming dNTP when base pairs, excluding the triphosphate moiety, and base
stacking properties observed in the crystal structuresthe fingers close upon the incoming dNTP (Figure 3B).
Altering the nature of this basic side chain in Klenow of the ternary polymerase complexes, are the similar
equilibrium dissociation constants for the incoming cor-fragment (Lys758; an A family member) [26, 27], RB69
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kinetic [31], structural [32], and modeling [33] studies
with DNA polymerase  indicate that it is not the large
subdomain movements inferred from structural studies,
and suggest that more subtle side chain or DNA confor-
mational transitions, or chemistry, could limit nucleotide
insertion. Although low-fidelity DNA polymerases insert
correct nucleotides inefficiently, they appear to utilize
the same geometric selection, as do higher fidelity DNA
polymerases. In contrast, the electrostatic environment
of the triphosphate moiety of the incoming nucleotide
for low-fidelity DNA polymerases is different and may
not provide transition state stabilization to the extent it
does for higher efficiency polymerases.
The catalytic efficiencies that DNA polymerases ex-
hibit for insertion of incorrect nucleotides occur over a
much narrower range than that observed for correct
nucleotide insertion [2]. For incorrect insertion, polymer-
ases generally discriminate against misincorporation
through poor binding and slow insertion of the incorrect
incoming nucleotide. The contribution of these two ki-
netic parameters to misinsertion efficiency (i.e., 1/fidel-
ity) depends on the DNA polymerase and DNA sequence
context. More importantly, the observation that low-
fidelity polymerases insert incorrect nucleotides with
efficiencies that are similar to, or lower than, those of
high-fidelity DNA polymerases suggests that the “flexi-
Figure 4. Nonbridging Oxygen Coordination of the P (PA) of the bility” or “solvent accessibility” proposed for the na-Incoming Nucleoside Triphosphate
scent base pair binding pocket for low-fidelity DNA poly-(A) An alignment of the incoming ddGTP observed in the structure
merases does not hasten their ability to make mispairs.of T7 DNA polymerase [12] with ddCTP (semitransparent purple)
Alternatively, this observation may suggest that higherfrom the DNA polymerase  structure [11]. The primer terminus in
the T7 polymerase structure is also shown (semitransparent). These fidelity DNA polymerases may misinsert nucleotides
nucleotides were aligned with their phosphate and bridging oxy- from a conformation that is less restrained, such as
gens. The alignment indicates that the active site metals for each from a structurally open or partially open polymerase
polymerase are found in nearly identical positions, but that the C3
conformation. In an open conformation, residues of theatom of DNA polymerase  (solid purple) is about 0.6 A˚ further from
fingers subdomain (right-handed polymerases) thatP (PA) than that observed in the T7 polymerase structure (d). Lys522
contact the triphosphate moiety are too far from the(NZ) of T7 DNA polymerase forms a hydrogen bond with the pro-SP
oxygen of theP (2.75 A˚). Although basic side chains are observed to incoming nucleotide to have a large influence on the
coordinate this oxygen in many other polymerase structures, DNA transition state (Figure 3B). Accordingly, the transition
polymerase  and DPO4 DNA polymerase do not exhibit an analo- states for correct and incorrect nucleotide insertion may
gous interaction (Table 1). A water molecule (not illustrated) coordi-
be distinct and dictated by unique enzyme conforma-nates this oxygen in the polymerase  structure. The nucleotide
tions. In this context, substrate-induced conformationalbinding metal of T7 DNA polymerase and polymerase  coordinates
changes can enhance enzyme specificity even whenthe triphosphate moiety of the incoming nucleotide in an ,,	-
tridentate fashion. The pro-RP oxygen on P also coordinates the these conformational changes are not rate limiting [34].
catalytic metal. In those cases where a DNA polymerase inserts an
(B) A general illustration of the interactions observed at the polymer- incorrect nucleotide with a catalytic efficiency that ex-
ase active site with the nonbridging oxygens of P. The palm subdo-
ceeds that for the inefficient formation of a Watson-main of DNA polymerases coordinates the two metals with con-
Crick base pair, such as insertion of dGTP oppositeserved acidic side chains, and the catalytic metal is also believed
thymine by DNA polymerase  [35–37], the polymeraseto coordinate the 3-oxygen of the primer terminus.
active site must impose specific structural constraints
on the nascent base pair that are considerably different
rect nucleotide deduced by steady-state or pre-steady- than the geometric principles observed for Watson-
state kinetic approaches. A comparison of the equilib- Crick base pairs in the structure of duplex DNA. In other
rium dissociation constant for the correct insertion of words, the observation that dTTP is inserted opposite
dCTP opposite guanine for most of the polymerases adenine with a higher catalytic efficiency than dATP is
surveyed previously indicates that the binding affinity inserted opposite thymine indicates that these base
for dCTP varies very little (13  5 M; range, 2–55 M) pairs are not structurally equivalent in the polymerase
[2]. In contrast, the intrinsic rate constant for nucleotide  active site. In fact, dATP is inserted into an abasic
insertion varies over 105-fold. Thus, low-fidelity polymer- site with a greater catalytic efficiency than it is inserted
ases generally bind the correct incoming nucleotide with opposite thymine [35]. This observation strongly sug-
high affinity, but insert them slowly. The insertion step gests that the polymerase  active site is optimally de-
has been postulated to be limited either by chemistry signed for insertion of a specific nucleotide, dTTP [35,
or a conformational change [30]. The identity of the pro- 36], reminiscent of the dCTP preference of another Y
family DNA polymerase, REV1 [38].posed conformational change is unknown, but recent
Structure
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The narrow range of catalytic efficiencies with which and V are members of the Y family of polymerases, and
DNA polymerases are observed to insert incorrect nu- many of its members have been shown to interact with
cleotides indicates that interactions with the DNA minor replicative polymerase processivity factors [41, 43–47]
groove of the nascent base pair do not contribute to suggesting a mechanism by which they could be tar-
the detection of an incorrect incoming nucleotide in the geted to stalled replication complexes. Finally, specific
polymerase active site. Instead, such interactions may interactions with accessory proteins can also influence
hasten transfer of a misincorporated nucleotide (i.e., a the catalytic efficiency for correct insertion, thereby in-
mispair) to a proofreading exonuclease site. This could creasing the total DNA synthesis capacity of the poly-
be direct transfer to the exonuclease active site or facili- merase [45, 47].
tated dissociation to allow an extrinsic proofreading ex-
onuclease access to the mismatch.
Concluding Remarks
The cell employs a clever strategy to replicate through
Implications for Biological Function structural abnormalities in DNA without burdening the
The kinetic properties of the various DNA polymerases genome with “excessive” mutations. Specialized DNA
have biological implications for the functioning of these polymerases have evolved that have the ability to insert
proteins in their natural setting. In general, the catalytic nucleotides opposite DNA lesions at the expense of
efficiencies for correct nucleotide insertion indicate that catalytic efficiency and fidelity. The loss in fidelity is
replicative, repair, and translesional DNA polymerases primarily due to an intrinsic inability to insert the correct
have high, moderate, and low fidelity, respectively [2]. nucleotide and not a propensity to produce base substi-
These observations are consistent with the DNA synthe- tution errors. This attribute provides the significant ad-
sis burden for each of the general groups of polymerases vantage that limits the intrinsic DNA synthesis capacity
and indicate that these enzymes have evolved catalytic of low-fidelity DNA polymerases so that they are not a
properties suitable for their specific function. Thus, repli- mutagenic burden. However, specific targeting of these
cative DNA polymerases need to duplicate an entire polymerases to specific sites could result in mutational
genome, whereas DNA polymerases involved in DNA hot spots, as DNA synthesis by these inefficient poly-
repair are only responsible for limited DNA synthesis merases would be localized. Because low-fidelity DNA
during genomic maintenance. Finally, there is only lim- polymerases have been postulated to participate in so-
ited, but essential, need for translesional DNA synthesis matic hypermutation of the variable regions of immuno-
of replication-blocking DNA lesions. Thus, although low- globulin genes [40], it remains to be determined how
fidelity DNA polymerases would theoretically produce such a specific targeting can be achieved.
an inordinate number of errors per nucleotide synthe- Although DNA polymerases exhibiting divergent effi-
sized, these polymerases are “kinetically controlled” by ciencies for correct nucleotide insertion bind the incom-
virtue of their catalytic efficiency for correct nucleotide ing nucleotide with similar binding affinities, they differ
insertion. Thus, high-fidelity replicative DNA polymer-
in their ability to insert the correct nucleotide. The crys-
ases would be predicted to create a large number of
tallographic structures of polymerase-substrate com-
mispairs during genome duplication owing to the large
plexes from several families indicate that the geometries
amount of DNA that would need to be synthesized. Con-
of the base pairs are similar, but the electrostatic envi-sistent with this prediction, many replicative polymer-
ronment of the reactive atoms is unique. From this view,ases have an associated proofreading activity.
specialized DNA polymerases such as REV1 (i.e., deoxy-Paradoxically, the poor DNA synthesis efficiency of
cytidyl transferase) and DNA polymerase  are uniquelow-fidelity DNA polymerases suggests that these poly-
in that they exhibit a strong preference for formation ofmerases would produce very few (i.e., absolute number)
specific base pairs (dG-dCTP and dA-dTTP, respec-base substitution errors. However, they could easily be-
tively). DNA polymerase  exhibits an extraordinarily lowcome mutagenic if overexpressed (i.e., overall capacity
fidelity with a templating thymine, as dATP is insertedto synthesize DNA is increased) or targeted (i.e., high
inefficiently. In this special situation, the binding affinitylocal polymerase concentration) to a locus where their
for the correct nucleotide is much weaker than for forma-DNA synthesis function is required (i.e., insertion oppo-
tion of the other Watson-Crick base pairs [35, 37]. Thus,site replication-blocking DNA lesions). In this regard, it
a structure of polymerase  with the dT-dATP in thehas long been known that Escherichia coli responds to
confines of it active site would be illuminating.DNA damage by inducing a set of responsive genes
The specific attributes that lead to rapid, efficient, and(SOS response), and some of these genes are required
faithful DNA synthesis are expected to be dependentfor DNA damage-induced mutagenesis [39, 40]. Two of
on the specific DNA polymerase. Thus, site-directedthese genes, umuC and umuD, produce products that
mutagenesis will uncover strategies for correct nucleo-ultimately form the UmuD2C complex (E. coli DNA poly-
tide insertion specific for that polymerase. However, thismerase V) that has been shown to possess tranlesional
approach should also reveal interactions that may influ-DNA synthesis activity in vitro, and therefore supports
ence incorrect insertion and could be generally applica-the idea that it is directly involved in targeted mutagene-
ble to polymerases from divergent families. In light ofsis (error-prone DNA lesion bypass) [41]. Additionally,
the observation that DNA polymerases insert wrong nu-the product of the E. coli dinB gene, DNA polymerase IV,
cleotides with comparable efficiencies, the structure ofhas been purified and demonstrated to be a polymerase
a polymerase with an incorrect base pair in the confinesinvolved in mutagenesis of nonlesion-containing DNA
(i.e., untargeted mutagenesis) [42]. DNA polymerases IV of the polymerase active site will be invaluable.
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